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PART ONE

FORWARD
What were you doing ten years ago?
On 3rd March 2013 a group of writers in Dumfries and Galloway ran an event in conjunction with the
worldwide act of  theatrical protest set up by the Lysistrata Project. 
The aim of this was to get readings of Aristophanes anti war play held and performed around the
globe. We decided to take it one step further. We wrote our own plays, sketches and monologues
about war. 
They were performed locally at the Robert Burns Film Theatre in Dumfries on the evening of 3rd

March, followed by a screening of the documentary film Not in My Name.  We raised money for
Medicine sans Frontier.  We were all pretty aware by that date that ‘war was inevitable’ but it didn’t
stop us having our say.  There wasn’t anything any of us could do to stop the war but we could tell
people it wasn’t been fought in our names.  So that’s what we did.
Ten years on I thought it might be interesting to revisit and reflect on that time and on what has
happened since. I contacted as many of the writers as possible (interestingly, apart from myself they
all appear to still be living in the Dumfries and Galloway region) and asked them for their reflections
on life since 2003 and for copyright clearance to place their work into this edited collection.  I didn’t
manage to track down everyone and I haven’t included those who I’ve not contacted but I scored a 7
out of 10 in time to pull this collection together, and this ebook is the result.
In one sense this is as futile a protest as the original performance – but in another sense I believe it’s
actually  quite an important thing to take a moment (as the troops are about to be withdrawn from Iraq
at last) to contemplate just what has happened and what has changed in the past ten years. That’s
something every one of us can do. I hope that reading these pieces will both take you back ten years
and spark off some thought (and anger) of the intervening time.
I note that all the writers involved in the performance are alive and well (I suspect all the
actors/readers are too) I believe we’ve had a 100% survival rate and I don’t think any of us has
materially suffered in any great way over the last 10 years. I’m sure we’ve all had our personal ups
and downs but compared to the Iraqi people (or indeed those in Afghanistan) I think we’ve come out
of it pretty well. 
A recent check on Iraq Body Count website suggests that by 2013 the number of civilian deaths
recorded since March 2003 is between 111,054 and 121,356 people (and you can guarantee this
figure will be out of date by the time you are reading it.) That’s people like you and me. People who
might otherwise be reading this. People with families and lives and hopes and dreams. People who
probably didn’t want war either.  Add  to that the military deaths . Add to that around 4,500 American
military deaths and 33,000 casualties. As for British deaths and casualties, since apparently we no
longer have combat troops there, the figures cease in 2009.  I got my figures from
https://www.gov.uk/operations-in-Iraq#what-are-british-forces-doing-in-iraq They stacked up at 179
deaths and around 6,000 casualties. However, at this point I have to declare that trying to find these
figures was less than easy and I suggest that you have a look at the government site and think about
just exactly how transparent it is in giving out important information for things they are doing 'in our
name.'   We apparently only have 150 UK troops in Iraq now and they are not in a combat role (I’m
sure that makes them feel safer!) and if you then start totting up what it’s cost our country to fight this
war go to the facts and figures https://www.gov.uk/operations-in-Iraq#facts-and-figures  you may get
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a bit angry all over again.  It makes for some sober reading. 
And remember we are talking just Iraq here. Let’s not even get started on Afghanistan.
This all too brief time of reflection for me simply reconfirmed that while there was and is nothing I
can personally do to change policy, stop war or keep people safe and alive – even the futile gesture
of publishing a 10 years on reflective ebook may remind some people that we should at least pause
for thought once in a while.   Not in my name and Stop the War were not just fashion statements.  We
haven’t stopped wars. We haven’t made poverty history. We are not doing much to make the world a
better place. There’s not much we can do. But let’s do what we can, when we can. And talk about it. 
I hope that this ebook will both give you a flavour of how some 'ordinary' people felt ten years ago
and a serve as a place from which to start thinking about it all over again, for yourself, and ask
yourself how much of what goes on in the world is still being done ‘not in your name.’ And what can
any of us do about it?
Cally Phillips



BACKWARD
THE DUMFRIES EVENT MARCH 3rd 2003.  (20/03/2003)
INTRODUCTION.
Thank you for coming to the Dumfries Lysistrata event.
Tonight we are taking part in a worldwide theatrical event for peace.
There are one thousand and four readings in fifty nine countries of the world taking part in this event.
The purpose behind the event is to register a voice for a peaceful resolution of the Iraq crisis.  This
crosses party political boundaries and is an expression of our democratic right to say “not in my
name”.
The Lysistrata project was started by two New York actresses early in January this year, and I
became involved after receiving an email telling me about the project. I have never been actively
involved in a political protest before, but I felt here was something I could do, where my voice might
just count – working within the world of theatre. I signed myself up as “spearhead” (not just because
it sounded like a cool title!) and have been actively involved working with the project since then –
including interviews with the Los Angeles Times and co-writing an education pack with a fellow
project member in New York who I have never met, but who provided me with this t shirt!
 Lysistrata itself  is an anti war play written in 5th century BC by Aristophanes. It has rather a larger
cast than I felt we could muster here, and we didn’t have time to rehearse or recruit in larger numbers,
so we decided to adapt our evening to suit our abilities and circumstances.
Since January, many of you will have been chivvied (perhaps, you feel “bullied”) in as peaceful a
way as possible, to contribue and participate. I think it has been worth it. Scotland is only represented
by 3 readings that I know of – ours being the longest standing and the others I believe as direct results
of my pro-active (that’s the nice way of putting it) persuasion!   We have 10 pieces of new writing –
by some very good local writers for you to enjoy.  I would like to thank all the writers, and all the
readers (some of whom have stepped in at the last minute and who have had no rehearsal) so if things
become somewhat “improvised” please bear with us. 
I would also like to thank Belle Doyle, who has provided us with this venue and much help in getting
the event off the ground. 
The evening will take the form of firstly live readings and then a screening of “not in my name”
Obviously we hope you will enjoy this evening, but bear in mind, as I’m sure all the writers, and the
readers have during their participation, that behind the humour is a very serious situation. When I
embarked upon this project in January, I had high hopes that mass demonstrations such as this event
and the numerous peace marches throughout the world, might in fact have some influence and stop
impending war. I’m sorry to say that here, a couple of months later, I have little optimism that
anything we do here, as part of this protest, or elsewhere, will actually prevent the war going ahead.
That is not a defeatest stance, it is a realist one, and I think that we should all contemplate on what
democracy means when your voice is NOT listened to, however many of you there are and however
much you protest.
Anyway, I hope you will all enjoy the evening, and give generous donations on your exit. But please
bear in mind that this evening is about much more than individual enjoyment, it is a statement of a
desire for peace and I hope we will all leave here determined to continue making that statement in
whatever way and through whatever means we can peacefully do.  The Lysistrata project goes under
the banner Act locally, think globally. 
That’s enough from me – lets get on with the reading!



Cally Phillips
 
LYSISTRATA EVENT   -   The original running order.
SADDAM INSANE  By Cally Phillips
TORN APART By Fiona Russell
DOGGED DEVOTION By Jackie Baldwin
THE TELEPHONE CALL by Mary Smith
RA POLIS By Chris Ballance
POSSIBLE CONFLICT By Gillian White
55 SPEAKS TO 20 By Vivien Jones
SETTLE DOWN 4L By Mark Frankland
NOT IN MY NAME By Jo Abbott
WAR IN SEVEN EASY STAGES – AN UPDATED ADAPTATION OF ARISTOPHANES’
LYSISTRATA  - By Cally Phillips.
This was followed by a screening of the documentary
SCREENING OF “NOT IN MY NAME” which I have not been able to find a link to anywhere on the
internet. Draw your own conclusions.   Here is the synopsis:
NOT IN MY NAME
This documentary film explores the beginnings of George Bush’s war on terrorism. People across the
world deplored the attack on America on September 11th 2001 but have American right wingers used
it as a pretext for unleashing a dangerous war of terror of their own? The film tells the story of how
America came to attack Afghanistan and explores the history of US and UK involvement in the region.
It also explains the background of Osama bin Laden, and the important part the US played in his
career.
Contributions from Tony Benn, John Pilger , Paul Foot,  Jon Snow, Salma Yaqoob, Tariq Ali, George
Galloway and Bianca Jagger. Launched in 2002, the video has been shown by independent cinemas
and at public meetings across the UK and in the US.
This is a powerful film. It presents a case we are not allowed to hear but one which is essential for an
understanding of what is happening to us and for helping us to find the answers. TONY BENN
Chris Reeves and Platform films is still going strong 10 years on and still producing films that upset
the establishment. He was described at Bristol Radical Film Festival 2013 thus: ‘Platform films are
one of the longest-running producers of radical feature documentary in Britain. Run by London-
based filmmaker Chris Reeves, they have tackled a wide range of issues over the past thirty years,
from mental health and homelessness to international politics, trade unionism and war.
Passionate, angry and committed, Platform’s films know where they stand are not afraid to argue
their case. ’ But how you actually get hold of one of his films these days… well, if you find out, let
me know.



PART TWO

TEN	YEARS	ON
Of course we are not the only people to be looking back at this ten years on. Here’s some other places
you can go to reflect:
http://tenyearson.org.uk/  Held a conference in February.  There’s a report and videos.
http://tenyearson.org.uk/ten.html  The Royal Court is stealing our thunder and only ten years on, doing
much what we did at Robert Burns Centre in 2003. But with bigger ‘names.’ I know that imitation is
the sincerest form of flattery and have to admit that the Royal Court event will get more publicity for
this one night than this ebook or any of our writers does or has done in the past 10 years! 
But putting cynicism aside, this ebook and the writing in it serves to show that in just the same way as
real people of little significance in the public arena were injured and died over the last ten years, so
real people of little significance in the public arena also cared and did and keep doing what little they
can to have voices heard. 
Not because governments will change their policies. Not because it will make us famous or rich or in
the media spotlight. But because it’s on our consciences and it’s the right thing to do.
So without further ado – lets set out our stall and show you what we’ve found from ten years ago.
This edition's running order is: 
Forward: The Last Ten Years – Mark Frankland
War in Seven Easy Stages – Cally Phillips
Dogged Devotion – Jackie Baldwin
The Telephone Call – Mary Smith
55 speaks to 20 – Vivien Jones
Settle Down 4L – Mark Frankland
Not in My Name – Jo Abbott
Saddam Insane – Cally Phillips  (updated short story version)

THE	LAST	TEN	YEARS	
Homework from Cally! An e mail lands. Remember that night when a bunch of wannabe Dumfries and
Galloway writers came up with monologues suggesting that it might not be the best of ideas to invade
Iraq? Yes I do. Vaguely. Well they are headed for Kindle. It’s a kind of tenth anniversary thing. And
maybe you could pen a few words about what has happened in the life of Mark Frankland over the
last decade?
Dim and very distant memories of my Blackburn classrooms of the 70’s. Chipped desks and brutal
teachers and essays about what we did in our summer holidays. And a verse from a still played song
from that benighted decade.
‘Every year is getting shorter,
Never seem to find the time.
Plans that either come to nought,
Or half a page of scribbled lines.
Then one day you find
That ten years have got behind you..
No-one told you when to run
You missed the starting gun’ 

http://tenyearson.org.uk/
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Well ten years have got behind me. The fact that these words appear on the screen as I hit the keys is
proof positive that I am still drawing breath, which is a thing not to be sniffed at. I’m greyer of hair
and wider of girth. I suppose the 150,000 cigarettes that have lined my lungs in those ten years will
have their way in the end: but not yet. Not as of now.
Another 21 books have come and gone and they sit out in the ether in the Kindle Store. I have become
a blogger where I was once a blagger. I guess I am still a blagger actually. The charity where I work
has gone from being a plan to an actuality which will turn ten in June.
Older. Well, duh. Wiser? Possibly. Probably. My role model No 1 John Le Carre has always given
me a deal of faith in the older = wiser thing. Wisdom tends to equate with cynicism. With world
weariness. But I guess wisdom and cynicism are always going to be bedfellows.
Reading the monologue was an eye opener. My thoughts were hardly novel at the time. Just about
everyone I met shared the view that invading Iraq was a bad thing to do. As the years have rolled by
the millions who hit the streets have been proved right and Blair and Bush have disappeared from
view. Maybe now as the money and power all migrate to the East we can get a glimpse of the hard
truth that our two great leaders were trying so hard to avoid. The Iraq invasion will no doubt be seen
by history as a desperate last throw of the dice from a slowly fading West. It was a model that had
worked like a charm for hundreds of years. Deploy maximum technology and violence around the
world and basically nick people’s stuff. And at the end of the day, what are you going to do about it
pal? Gold and silver and cocoa and people and oil. Commodities to be looted and traded for the
bottom line.
It was the last gasp of the age of Empire. And after all those years it was more of a bang than a
whimper. We didn’t have an Embassy roof in Saigon moment. Or a Berlin bunker under the Russian
guns moment. Instead we boxed up our gear at Basra airport and melted away into the night. And we
are left with a handful of nuclear bombs and gormless celebrities and no factories or coal mines or
ship yards. And the shots get called in Beijing.
I recall a joke from those lost days of the 70’s when the rubbish was piled high in the streets and dead
remained unburied. ‘Britain’s application to join the Third World turned down!’. When we rolled our
creaking tanks onto the streets of Basra we gave it one last throw of the dice. We bombed and we
bombed out. Which kind of means that the application has been resubmitted and maybe this time they
will give us the nod.
Mark Frankland

WAR	IN	SEVEN	EASY	STAGES	
BY CALLY PHILLIPS (after Aristophanes) 

SCENE ONE - THE PROBLEM.
Cherie Blair, at home with her new lifestyle guru Lizzy Strata.Cherie is rehearsing her speech in
front of Lizzy. 
CHERIE: I'm a mother. First and foremost. Just like all of you. All I did was buy two flats for my son
at University. 
LIZZY: Problem. 
CHERIE:What problem? 
LIZZY: Two flats? 
CHERIE: One for his bodyguard.Euan needs his freedom after all. As well as his protection. 
LIZZY: Then... I don't think you can do "just like you" and the two flats thing. 



CHERIE: No? Oh. Okay. Well... she is about to resume reading. 
LIZZY: How about we skip to the part about war. 
CHERIE: Yes. War. That'll take their minds off us. 
LIZZY: Um. I have a suggestion to make which will get people right back on your side Cherie. 
CHERIE: Yes? 
LIZZY: Yes. Sure fire. It's only a suggestion of course but... 
CHERIE: I know I can trust your judgement. Not like that last one... no... with you...let's do it.
Whatever will get them on my side. I mean. Tony in Aubergine... Euan drunk in a gutter...me not
paying rail fares... you know, I believed things could only get better too when he said it, but it hasn't
got better for me. 
LIZZY: This will make everything better. (pause) But it will involve a sacrifice. 
CHERIE: Oh, sacrifices. We mothers know all about sacrifice.And politicians wives... middle name
- sacrifice. What is it? LIZZY: You tell Tony you won't have sex with him any more until he and
George give up on this War with Iraq thing. CHERIE: What? 
LIZZY: You'll be the head of a great democratic movement of women... you'll be taking the lead... 
CHERIE: But. No sex. I can't do that. LIZZY: Of course you can. Come on. At your age. And with... I
mean... it can't exactly be... even with little Leo... 
CHERIE: I'm Catholic. It's my duty. I have to have sex with Tony whenever he wants. Plus. He gets
so grumpy if I have a headache. 
LIZZY: That's what we're aiming at Cherie. Making him grumpy. Making him so grumpy he gives up
on this (pause) moral crusade...
SCENE TWO. THE SOLUTION (CAMP DAVID)
George and Tony hanging out, George is admiring his jacket in the mirror. 
GEORGE: I mean man, how cool is this jacket. Not as cool as a baseball jacket of course but... 
TONY: Um. George. Um. Could we focus on the issue please. 
GEORGE: Fashion is the ultimate expression of capitalism. Don't you know that? 
TONY: Um yes, but... 
GEORGE: That's why you Europeans will never be superpowers... y'all stick to the suit and tie thing.
(aside) That and the fact that WE are the master race. 
TONY: Um.I do... shirtsleeves that's pretty radical you know. 
GEORGE: Man. You just don't get it do you. See that 9/11 thing. I wore a suit first off. Then got me
into a flying jacket. Like this. But with fire department logo. And suddenly I was like super popular.
So I realised. The most important statement I could make was to ALWAYS wear a flying jacket
whenever possible. 
TONY: No. Your War on Terrorism was the important statement. 
GEORGE: Sure, well, course I had to make that, otherwise how dumb'd I look, in a flying jacket, with
neat logo, and... 
TONY: Um George. I think we should really get down to business. 
GEORGE: Yeah. Business. Talk turkey. 
TONY: Um yes. Turkey. We have to get them to let us use their bases... 
GEORGE: Talk turkey, man. It means... like... Oh you mean... there's a country called Turkey? How
dumb's that? Is that like, where they grow turkeys, cause I thought we do that here in America... what
with us having Thanksgiving and all... we gotta go in there... buy up the turkeys... so... yeah... we go in
to that Turkey place... bomb them... 
TONY: No George. Turkey's on our side. Or we want them to be. We have to give them something...



to encourage them... an aid package... I'll go to anything short of having to let them in the European 
GEORGE: Man. You guy's and your clubs. I say we just go in there and buy their turkeys, then tell
them to do as we damned well say or... 
TONY: You really haven't quite got the hang of diplomacy yet have you George... 
GEORGE: Diplomacy's for wimps. Hell man, we got fire power. That does the talking for us. I'm a
real man Tony, hard drinking, womanising... 
TONY:That's NOT the image you've been working to portray... 
GEORGE: Sure. I know all that temperance thing... but..... countries are like women Tony. You gotta
keep them in their place.
SCENE THREE FOR US OR AGAINST US.
Back at the Blairs. Tony and Cherie a deux. 
TONY:What do you mean, not tonight? 
CHERIE: Not tonight. Or any night. Till you call off this war with Iraq. 
TONY: But, Cherie... look... this is totally unreasonable of you. I mean. This is a really serious
situation and um... if you are um... going to reduce it to the level of satire... I mean... 
CHERIE: Sorry That's just the way it is.(pause) I'm doing this for you. For us. 
TONY: Oh, Cherie... don't. You know how you turn me on when you get angry. 
CHERIE: Getting turned on. Ha. Lizzy said it would work a treat. (pause) Then let me tell you another
thing...
Tony groans 
TONY Look. I've talked to the Pope and everything. And you know the churches views on birth
control... we have to obey the rules... 
CHERIE It's not about birth control. It's about millions of people being killed. Women and children... 
TONY Yes, um... but what you don't understand is that millions of people will die anyway. 
CHERIE So why do WE have to be the ones to kill them. 
TONY Stop changing the subject. Come on. It's Sunday night. God's day. I've been all over the world
this week sorting out everyone else's problems and I don't think it's too much to expect to come home
and... 
CHERIE Stop right there. No further. I'm taking a stand on this. It's something I really believe in.
(pause) Well, Lizzy says it will be a real vote winner. And I want to stay here for another term. I want
to redecorate and... 
TONY Ah. I should have known it. That Lizzy. Filling your head with nonsense... Now listen Cherie.
I'm your husband and... 
CHERIE Hey buster. That might be the way George W talks to his wife but let me remind you... we're
not in America now. I'm a high court judge and I...
SCENE FOUR. THE AXIS OF EVIL
A demonstration in the streets of London, Paris, New York, wherever.
MALE CHORUS: War, war, war. 
FEMALE CHORUS: Peace, peace, peace 
MALE CHORUS: War, war, war 
FEMALE CHORUS: Peace, peace, peace. 
MALE CHORUS: War. 
FEMALE CHORUS: Peace 
MALE CHORUS: War 
FEMALE CHORUS: Peace 



MALE CHORUS: War, war, war. They fade out Cherie and Lizzy turn away from the window 
CHERIE:You said... 
LIZZY:It certainly got them out on the streets. 
CHERIE: Yes, but all the men... 
LIZZY: Well, you don't expect the ment to want peace do you. Where's your sisterhood. Girl power.
We can bring there down and then the men will be so happy to get their ends away again, they'll forget
everything else and they'll be voting for you too. CHERIE: I'm still not sure. 
LIZZY: It worked for Hilary. 
CHERIE: True. But... Hilary didn't even want have sex with Bill did she? 
LIZZY: I didn't say it wouldn't be hard Cherie. 
CHERIE: Oh, it's hard all right. 
LIZZY: I meant for you, not him. 
CHERIE: Oh, sorry (pause) Well it is hard for me too. 
LIZZY: But it will be worth it. You do want to be popular don't you? 
CHERIE: Of course. I'm fed up with them all criticising what I wear, my hair... 
LIZZY: And saving all those innocent lives...? 
CHERIE: Yes. Of course. Whatever. But... (pause) Will it mean they all come here as asylum seekers
because Tony says... Lizzy sighs. 
LIZZY: Of course it's a very complex issue Cherie. But we have to do what little we can for world
peace, surely. 
CHERIE: And the Axis of Evil? 
LIZZY: Yes. This. You always do this. You have to stop it. The new way will NOT be all this
politician talk. All this axis of evil stuff. It's purely ridiculous... 
CHERIE: The Catholic Church takes evil very seriously... 
LIZZY: Look. We really have to work on your re-imaging. And you'll have to lose all that Tony Talk.
You have to appeal to the... the ordinary people... 
CHERIE: No, I won't wear makeup from the Boots counter, I draw the line at that. 
LIZZY: Don't worry. People are much more aspirational than that... it's just the rhetoric... let's look.
 Cherie picks up the speech. 
CHERIE: I appeal to you... as a mother., and a woman. A woman with needs, just like yours..... 
LIZZY: That's so much better.
SCENE FIVE. THE SMOKING GUN.
George and Tony on the phone. 
GEORGE Aw, hell Tony. I told you to get your wife under control... and what's happened.? She's got
mine at it too now and I've got this smoking gun... 
TONY: You've what? 
GEORGE: My smoking gun... you know? 
TONY: Not really. 
GEORGE: Smoking gun? You don't have a pet name for yours? 
TONY: Oh, no... um... not really. 
GEORGE: Man you Brits are so lame. Now listen to me Tony. I won't have this. All these women,
withholding their constitutional rights. 
TONY: You mean their conjugal rights. 
GEORGE Whatever, Pakistan, Iran... what's the difference anyway? 
TONY:I don't think there's much we can do about it... we can't force them to have sex with us. 



GEORGE: Hell. Why not? Force is the best means I know of getting what you want. My daddy taught
me that. You play fair you stay NO WHERE. 
TONY: So... um., what are you going to do? 
GEORGE: I'll tell you what we're gonna do. We're gonna break this strike. 
TONY: Break the strike? 
GEORGE: Yeah. 
TONY: How? By force? 
GEORGE:Hell Yeah. If necessary. It's what America great. 
TONY: Um... technically... I mean... constitutionally... I think... um... use force it's rape isn't it? 
GEORGE: You pussy. You Brits are such pussy's. Anyway, we've got a better plan. The American
way. The way we always do it. We're bringing in the professionals. 
TONY: The professionals? You mean the prostitutes... 
GEORGE: Yeah. Female professionals. The ladies of the little who' house... America's finest... We'll
rub those goddam amateur's faces in it. 
TONY: But what about your wife?? 
GEORGE: Hell, it'll make a change... 
TONY: don't... I mean...I don't think Cherie would want me... 
GEORGE: Hell, just use the threat. You don't have to follow through if you're too yellow... but I've
taken advice. I've sought precedent and I realise that I could increase my popularity even further by
doing this.. 
TONY: You what? 
GEORGE: Sure as hell worked for Bill eh?
SCENE SIX THE RESOLUTION. 
Tony and Cherie at home. 
TONY: I... I mean... I don't know how to get you to understand this... this is something I feel very
strongly about. 
CHERIE: It's something I feel very strongly about too.  
TONY: Yes, but when it comes right down to it... I mean... I'm right. That's the end of it. I'm prime
minister and I'm right. I'm the elected representative. 
CHERIE: Not for much longer if you go on like this... 
TONY: Um... I think you forget. People respect a strong stance... I mean... you didn't marry me
because I was a weak :can, easily swayed... I mean... of course I'm not a weak, easily swayed man...
and that's why you married me... so...(pause) Oh it's so hard to think with (he points to his erection I
mean... it's like being a teenager over again. Come on Cherie. 
CHERIE: Say peace. 
TONY:What? 
CHERIE:Say it. Peace. 
TONY: Don't be ridiculous... it's not a children's game here... 
CHERIE: Say peace. Say peace or no release 
TONY: Oh... oh... okay... peace. Peace... peace... - PEACE PEACE PEACE..... AHH 
CHERIE: You see. How hard was that? TONY: What do you expect. Six weeks without... CHERIE: I
mean to commit to Peace. 
TONY: Oh. I see. Well. Yes. I mean... you have to understand that we DO want peace. It's just that
we are going to have peace through war... 
CHERIE: What? You tricked me? 



TONY: No. I... Oh come on Cherie... 
CHERIE: No. That's it. The end. Never again. hope it grows black and drops off. 
TONY: Come on Cherie. It's not down to me. It's the Security Council. Those damned French. 
CHERIE: Well they're all still getting sex aren't they? 
TONY: Yes... and there's the irony eh? The French rarely have sex with their wives anyway, so what
loss would it be to them..... typical French... um... what's that noise outside. They listen. 
MALE CHORUS Release, release, release... 
FEMALE CHORUS: Then peace, peace, peace. 
MALE CHORUS: Release, release, release 
FEMALE CHORUS: Then peace, peace, peace 
MALE CHORUS: Release 
FEMALE CHORUS: Peace 
MALE CHORUS: Release 
FEMALE CHORUS: Peace 
MALE CHORUS: Releeeeassssee.... ah... release 
MALE AND FEMALE CHORUS: Peace. 
The Blairs pick up again 
CHERIE: Sounds like the democratic will of the people... 
TONY: Well, yes, but... you have to realise that... my hands are tied... it's George, he's a loose canon.
He's got a smoking gun...
SCENE SEVEN. WAR IS INEVITABLE
GEORGE: You have to understand this little lady. War is inevitable. It's our only way of ensuring
peace. 
LIZZY: Did you never read Animal Farm? 
GEORGE: Uh, is that the one with the very hungry caterpillar? Lizzy gives up. 
LIZZY:You are the president of the most powerful nation in the world and... 
GEORGE:Yeah. Makes you horny huh? (pause) Come on... 
LIZZY: I wouldn't have sex with you if you were the last man on earth. GEORGE: Ha. I'm so
powerful I could BE the last man on earth. I could wipe out the rest and then you'd be begging me for
it...(pause) So what are you here for? 
LIZZY: It is my last ditch attempt on behalf of all sane thinking people in the world... 
GEORGE: Yah. You're a woman. You can't call yourself sane thinking people... you.....
 LIZZY:To make you realise that this war is a mterrible thing which is totally undemocratic and... 
GEORGE: Ha. Democracy. Don't come over all French with me. I'll tell you what I told him. We are
the oldest democracy... 
Enter Aristophanes 
ARISTOPHANES: I think you'll find that we are the oldest democracy. 
GEORGE: And who the hell are you? 
ARISTOPHANES: Aristophanes. And I have to say, I don't like th way this is turning out. My play
ends with success for the women, with peace and... 
GEORGE: Don't cry at me, dude. You want happy endings you go to Hollywood. You Greeks. Think
you know it all. Drama. Politics... well let me tell you... war is inevitable. 
LIZZY: No it isn't. 
ARISTOPHANES: That's a flawed philosophical position, 
GEORGE: No it ain't. Let me tell you. I say war is inevitable and war is inevitable. Pull whatever



stunts you want on me. It's my world and I rule it and I say war is inevitable then war is goddan
inevitable and no women or greek or terrorist or security council rogue nations gonna stop me getting
my way... its the American way... it's my path back into the White House for a second term. You don't
think they're gonna fall for that hanging chad thing twice to do you? My people are a damned sight
smarter than that.
 ARISTOPHANES: Your people are a damned sight smarter than you. George turns to him and fixes
him with a grin. 
GEORGE: Sure. But I got all the power. And the weapons of mass destruction. GAME OVER.
 

DOGGED	DEVOTION	
BY JACKIE BALDWIN 

There is a table with 2 chairs. An American flag is clearly visible. Bush is standing admiring
himself in front of a full length mirror.
BUSH:  We’re gonna take you out Saddam. The Americans are gonna come and kick your goddamn
butt.
There is a loud knock at the door. Bush spins round holding his hands up.
BUSH:  Don’t shoot! We can do a deal.
The door opens and in walks a reporter. Bush immediately tries to cover up smoothing his hair
back with his hands and patting his suit down.
REPORTER:  Chuck Norris, Sir, from The Louisiana Observer. I’d like to ask you a few questions
about the situation we’re in with Iraq.
BUSH:  Shoot, I mean fire away, er  that is to say….
REPORTER:  Don’t worry Sir, I get your drift.
BUSH:  You do? Er, what was it again?
REPORTER: That’s a joke, right, Sir?
BUSH: A joke? Hell yes, I’m a funny guy. Everybody says so. Anyways, do you think we can cut to
the chase? I’m off to Camp David this afternoon for some R&R. Waging war is a tiring business. I
could do with some down time, pick up a few rounds of golf.
REPORTER: What would you say to those critics who say that war should not be waged on the
people of Iraq? That you’re going to slaughter thousands of innocent civilians?
BUSH:   Hell, no pain no gain. That Jane Fonda was some dame, wasn’t she? And you can take it
from me that if war is declared I’ll be leading our boys from the rear… the front… dammit, I mean
the front, figuratively speaking of course, you understand.
REPORTER: Like you did on September 11th?
BUSH: yes….no….I’d like to come back to you on that one.
REPORTER:  Is it not the case that there is no proven link between Iraq and Al Quaeda? 
BUSH: Well, young fella, I’d have to say that information is classified. You should speak to the Brits.
I understand they’ve got compelling evidence to offer on that issue.
REPORTER:  You mean the dossier that is 12 years old and was written by a student?
BUSH:  Hell, how did you find out about that?
REPORTER: Aren’t you concerned that war with Iraq might totally destabilise the Middle East?
BUSH:  I’m sure that we can pour oil over troubled waters, later if need be.
REPORTER:  Isn’t oil in fact your hidden agenda.
BUSH:That is a scurrilous lie put about by enemies of the American people. 



The phone rings. Bush answers it.
BUSH:  Hello?…..Not again……Did you not tell him I’m out?…. What do you mean he didn’t
believe you…..That’s not like Tony. Hell, he usually believes anything you tell him. It’s one of his
most endearing qualities…..Alright, I’ll squeeze him in, give him a pat or two and send him on his
way. Talk about goddamn high maintenance. I don’t have time for this shit.
Bush slams the phone down and turns his attention to the reporter again.
BUSH:  Where were we?
REPORTER:  Doesn’t it worry you that the UN doesn’t appear to support your pro war stance?
BUSH: Do I look worried? What they gonna do? Slap my wrist?
 There is a scratching sound outside the door and a few whimpers. Bush rolls the whites of his
eyes. There is a pause. There is a few thuds as if something is flinging itself against the door.
 REPORTER:  Aren’t you going to..er…get the door?
 BUSH:  I suppose so. Have you met Tony Blair before?
 REPORTER:  No, I haven’t had the pleasure.
 BUSH:  He gets a bit bouncy at times but, overall, he’s pretty biddable.
Bush crosses to the door and Tony Blair scampers in on all fours, panting heavily. He rubs up
against Bush’s legs then bounces over to the reporter who pats him, gingerly.
 REPORTER:  He’s very friendly, isn’t he?
 BUSH: He does tricks too. Watch this…
 Bush pulls a large plastic missile out of a drawer and throws it offstage. Tony Blair runs excitedly
after it.
 REPORTER:  What would you say about Blair’s claim that he is in a position to exert a restraining
influence on you?
 BUSH: (after helpless laughter) He’s been saying that, has he? Haven’t you just got to love him. The
very idea…..(chuckles)
 Blair comes back and drops the missile at Blair’s feet and waits expectantly.
 BUSH:Good boy.
 Bush gives Blair a doggy treat and Blair lies contentedly across his feet.
 REPORTER:  What else can he do?
BUSH: Whatever I tell him basically. He likes to feel needed. Just so long as he gets affection, a lot
of stroking, he’d do anything really, probably follow me over a cliff if I asked him to. Watch this….
Bush stands up and Blair sits on his haunches looking up at him.
 BUSH: Roll over and play dead!
 Blair rolls onto his back and sticks all 4 paws in the air. He doesn’t move a muscle.
 BUSH: Anyway, while you’re here, there’s some other people I’d like you to meet. Have you brought
a photographer? What do you think, should I wear the mickey mouse tie or is that just too hip and
happening……
 He puts an arm around the Reporter’s shoulders and they exit. The Reporter covertly looks at
Blair over his shoulder as they exit. Blair stays still as a statue for a few seconds then starts to
whine like a dog.
 

THE	TELEPHONE	CALL		
BY MARY SMITH

 



BLAIR:Morning, Mr President. How are you …?
BUSH: Hello? Who’s this?
BLAIR:It’s Tony. I was…
BUSH: Tony? Tony who? Don’t think I know any Tony’s – not the wife’s hairdresser are you?
BLAIR:No, Mr President, it’s Tony Blair, here. You know, President of…oops, I mean Prime
Minister …
BUSH:  Oh, that Tony! Sorry I didn’t recognise the name. When you’re President of the greatest
country on God’s earth you get to meet an awful lot of people. It’s real hard to remember who’s who
sometimes –You’ll know how it is Tony.
BLAIR:That’s all right Mr President. I understand. /I…
BUSH: Though you’ll not meet as many as me. In my position – leader of the democratic, civilized
world – I meet more than anyone. Gets me confused sometimes. Funny foreign names some of ‘em.
BLAIR:Quite… well…I…
BUSH: Anyway, Tony, what was it you were calling about?
BLAIR:Well, Mr President, Sir, I was wondering what you thought about my recent speeches?.
BUSH: Uh, well, I’m not sure, Tony. Get to hear a lot of speeches. Run it passed me again. What was
it about?
BLAIR:[smothering a sigh] Iraq
BUSH: Yeah, right. What about it?
BLAIR:Well, I was trying to convince my people that our attack on Iraq is morally justifiable. That
…
BUSH: Course it’s justifiable, Tony. The man’s an evil son of a bitch. Everyone knows that.
BLAIR:Yes, Mr President, but in itself that’s not a justification for war.
BUSH:Well, we know he’s got all those lethal chemicals, weapons of mass destruction, all that stuff.
BLAIR:Well, we sort of know. Trouble is we can’t find the damn things. /And…
BUSH:Tony, Tony, we know they’re there. Even Saddam can’t have used up all that stuff we sold
him. Which reminds me – you’re making sure all the receipts are backdated to before 1991 aren’t
you?
BLAIR:Yes, Mr President. But until there is hard evidence we really can’t justify an attack. So, that’s
why I’ve been working on the moral justification aspect and…
BUSH:  Twin Towers, Tony,  - hey, nice bit of alteration there. Get it – all the Ts. Anyway, Twin
Towers, 9/11 – can’t let him get away with that.  That was immortal. That was…
BLAIR:…Immoral.
BUSH: Yeah, that too probably. America is going to win this war against terrorism. We’re going to
show the world that terrorists can’t hide. Saddam’s going to wish he’d never let that Bin Laden/
BLAIR: But…/
BUSH: / use Iraq as a base to attack America from./…
BLAIR:/Yes, but../
BUSH: / We’re the greatest county on God’s earth, Tony and no one’s going to forget it.
BLAIR:There’s a slight problem there, Mr President. You see there doesn’t seem to be any evidence
that Saddam has ever had anything to do with Bin Laden.
BUSH: We’ll find it. I’ve got our guys working on it right now. It’s obvious – they’re both Muslims,
they both hate America – though God knows how anyone can hate the greatest country on God’s earth.
Anyway, stands to reason they’re in cahoots.
BLAIR:Well, Bin Laden might not agree. He says Saddam is a bad Muslim.



BUSH:Course he is.
BLAIR:What I’m trying to say is that if we can’t find the weapons, can’t show that Iraq had links to
the Twin Towers we have to find another way of justifying our attack. So, I’ve been working on how
to prove we are morally right in going ahead. That’s what my speech was about.
BUSH:What speech?
BLAIR:Jesu… ! The one I’m trying to tell you about. I…
BUSH: Well, get on with it. I’ve a busy schedule, you know.
BLAIR:Right. Well, I believe we can prove the moral justification. Those protestors keep going on
about how a war would cause a humanitarian crisis for …/
BUSH: /Yeah, yeah, we’ve got a few bleeding hearts here too
BLAIR:… the collateral damage, no water, no food, death and diseases everywhere. Well, I…
BUSH: Well, Tony, things might get a bit uncomfortable for civilians over there. But we’ve got to
look at the long term. We’ll be in there helping them back on their feet  - sort out the oil problem at
the same time. Have to get the job done. Best just ignore the whingers, Tony.
BLAIR:Look, I’m sorry. I tell people I don’t care about being unpopular. But there’s an election in
Scotland soon…/
BUSH: Great little country – good golf.
BLAIR:…/and I really don’t want Labour to lose. Next thing you know the
Scots will be demanding independence and no one to say no.  I’ve really got to get people on side in
this. So, I’ve told them that the humanitarian crisis is happening in Iraq right now.
BUSH: Is it? Gee, that’s too bad. I didn’t know? How bad is it?
BLAIR:Food shortages, death and disease everywhere, kids dying, no medicines. The whole
population is desperate and terrified. So…
BUSH: …It’ll get worse if we don’t nail that bastard, Saddam
BLAIR:So, I’m pointing out to those naïve appeasers that that they’ll have the blood of the Iraqi
people on their hands if we don’t attack. Dropping depleted uranium on Baghdad won’t be an act of
war – it’ll be an act of humanity. We’ll be liberating the Iraqi people from Saddam’s evil regime.
BUSH: Wow, that must have been some speech. I like that – an act of humanity. Yeah, sounds good,
Tony.
BLAIR:I  told the Pope the same thing when I had my private audience with him.
BUSH:Hear about that over here, Tony. [laughs] Must tell you, there’s been some good jokes about
it. Have you heard the one about the Pope being asked about if he felt he shared much common ground
with Mr Blair? No? And the Pope says [more laughter] the Pope says: “Well, I didn’t much care for
his holier than thou attitude.” Good one, yeah? Oh, and there was another about His Holiness meeting
the Pope and the Pope not being impressed. Sorry, Tony, couldn’t resist. Just a bit of fun. So, what
else did you say in your speech?
BLAIR:I told them to lay off saying nasty things about you.
BUSH:What’re you talking about?
BLAIR:Just that some people are saying worse things about you than they are about Saddam.
BUSH:  [coldly] Such as?
BLAIR:Oh, you know. That you’re a power-crazed dictator intent on world domination. That you lie
and cheat and can’t be trusted. Oh, and that you weren’t even democratically elected.
BUSH:What?
BLAIR:Well, of course I defended you. Told them I thought it was shocking to say such things about
our ally. I mean I know you’re not power-crazed and the election thing, well, em, well, I suppose...



Well, that’s all in the past now.
BUSH: Did you say ally?  That rings a bell. I did hear something about that.. Meant to mention it you
before – but when you’re the leader of the greatest country on God’s earth you’re kept pretty busy.
Things slip my mind sometimes.  Just wanted to point out a teeny mistake you made in it. You, Tony,
are America’s ally. Not quite the same as America being your ally. Other than that, good work Tony
you’re doing a fine job. We’ll keep you in the loop. Have a nice day, now. Goodbye.
 

55	SPEAKS	TO	20	
(a monologue) BY VIVIEN JONES  

A middle aged woman carrying shopping, wearing outdoor clothes in winter. She approaches a
young mother and child in the shopping centre.
Excuse me, can I have a word ?  The thing is, I wanted to catch the early bus but I didn’t get on it. I
wanted…actually, I needed to speak to you. Have you a minute or two ?  It’s warm in here. They keep
these shopping centres over-heated.
She indicates the baby.
 He’s not going to fret, is he ? Good.
She bends over the pushchair. Clucks at the infant.
Lovely. Oh, she then. You can’t tell, can you ? Not with the rainbow suit. What’s her name ?  Aurora
?  …..How unusual …and what’s yours ?   Samantha….but you like Sam.  Lovely names.  I’m
Jessica, by the way.
Well Sam, I’m maybe speaking out of turn….the thing is, I was shopping here earlier on when you
were handing out leaflets. I was hot so I took a break on one of the benches. I watched you. You were
nervous, weren’t you ?  Bucking up the nerve to approach people. I could see it in your face; you sort
of froze just before you spoke. The baby made it easier. Even when they’re sleeping. People just love
to look at babies. It’s like looking into the future.  I saw them come up to you. But that old man, the
one who raged at you, woke Aurora ….did that upset you ?  Yes, I thought it did.     
It used to upset me too.
Don’t look so surprised.
That’s what I wanted to speak to you about.
When I came by you looked at me, but you didn’t hand me a leaflet.
No, don’t be embarrassed. You don’t need to apologise, either.
I’m not angry. I just wanted to know….was it my clothes or my face ?…
Do I look too old ?
Do I  look like the kind of person who would just turn away ? 
I was trying to remember whether I felt like that at the Faslane demos.
I think I did.
With some people, you get a feeling, don’t you ?  That they don’t want to get involved, and they’re
angry with you for making them show it.
Is that what you felt coming from me ?
You were just weary. Are you not getting enough sleep ? Does she wake through the night  still ?
Not tired, weary. Weary of people’s indifference.
Yes, I used to feel that
 I just gave them a leaflet anyway to show my strength.
I was weak inside, like a baby.



Looking at the crowd, listening to the shouting.
Feeling excited and afraid.
Needing a pee every five minutes, not knowing if there were toilets.
Hundreds of policemen.
The military police…..you couldn’t see their eyes under their helmets.
American accents. They whispered obscenities at us. Horrible.
One time, there was an old man there ( just like that one that shouted at you ) ex-army wearing
medals, shouting at me….pointing at my baby in the pushchair… “don’t you care if he’s killed by the
bloody Russians ? ”  He was so angry. I thought he might have a stroke. I tried to ignore him but he
kept staring at my baby, and coming at me. “Why don’t you take him out of the cold ?  What kind of
mother are you ? We fought a war for the likes of you, you scruffy bitch. ”   
Scruffy bitch !  If I had a pound for each time I’ve been called that…….
Oh, I know you wouldn’t think it now looking at me…..but it was so exciting to dress like
that….bright colours, badges, it felt like the inside of your mind was on your outside……I dressed
my son in red tights and something called an “angel top”….black gingham, like a smock….my mother
nearly fainted. She was a pastel lady….she knitted him piles of pastel cardigans but we had
discovered “Babygro” suits by then, yellow not lemon, royal not sky blue……….at the creche on the
mat they looked like a handful of jelly beans…..even the babies were glowing then.. It seemed we
could move mountains . I’m so glad I lived through that time.
I still feel the same inside.
Full of hope…..in spite of everything.
Have you been on a big march ?
Glasgow….two weeks ago ?
Brilliant.
With Aurora ?
Of course.
Yes, I took mine to Faslane and Greenham ( and loads of other small cold places you’ll never have
heard of) ….lots of CND and Vietnam marches through the sixties and seventies….everyone took
their kids (of course, a lot of them only had mothers so they had to be there too.) It felt like the world
was growing then. To be with hundreds of other people who cared for things outside themselves.
Funny thing is, my generation seem to want to forget they ever did that kind of thing, except for theme
nights at the club.  Then out come their pink and orange glad-rags. Odd how so many of them kept
them.   It’s all aerobic classes and holidays for most of them now. Or pensions.
They don’t like admitting that they ever cared.
I’m an embarrassment to them these days.
Your friends are like that too ?
But you’re standing here handing out leaflets to people, feeling nervous, no confidence.
And they screw them up, stuff them in their pockets, drop them on the ground……
Yes, I know, you’ve got to do something.
I’ve sent 75 e-mails to Westminster in the last two weeks, and a packet of cooked rice
to feed the Iraqis.
Bugger all use probably….. “pointless gesture” I can hear my dad saying it.
Your dad does too ?
There’s some days I don’t know how far I am from taking a brick and throwing it through
MacDonald’s window, or the bank or the council offices. 



Don’t laugh…I would if I thought it would make a difference.
My husband says it’s the mothering that does it.
So that’s what I wanted to say to you.
When I think about it, I only wanted the world to be safe for my boys.
You know, in old paintings the babies don’t look any different than now. And the mothers are the
same apart from their clothes….and those haloes.
But it’s in their faces...
Every mother has that Madonna somewhere in her soul and it makes us brave ( or reckless, as my dad
would have it ).
Don’t lose it, Sam.

SETTLE	DOWN	4L
BY MARK FRANKLAND  

“Right 4L, settle down please
I SAID SETTLE DOWN ! Mamoud don’t even think of throwing that or you’ll end up in the
Principal’s office so fast that you’ll think you’ve been on  a flying carpet.
Stand up please Salim Jaffer
Yes. Yes you Salim.
Do you think that I am deaf Salim ? Louder please. No ? Well indeed you are perfectly correct Salim.
My hearing is fine. Very good in fact. So good that I heard you quite clearly as I was walking down
the corridor.
Get your pen and paper ready please Salim. Take this down
‘The speaking of the Arabic language is not, and indeed will not, be tolerated under any
circumstances within grounds and buildings of Baghdad High School’
One hundred times for tomorrow morning please. And next time I will send you straight to the
Principal.
Now 4L. Your essays. I told you very clearly that these essays were particularly important. These are
not just any essays 4L. These essays celebrate Liberation Day. The day when we were all delivered
form our Dark Age. And not just any Liberation Day, 4L. The fiftieth Liberation Day. Half a century
of freedom. No small matter. And the winner of course will be representing the School at the All
Mesopotania Finals next month.
All in all they were not bad. Not bad at all. There were of course all the usual mistakes from the usual
boys.
Yusuf, the right hand edge of your pages has almost disappeared from all the times you have used the
rubber. I find it hard to believe after so many years of first class education you still cannot get your
limited brain around the fact that we write from THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE PAGE. Is it really
that difficult ?
Anyway. No more suspense. The winner
The winner was not hard to choose. The winner of the Liberation Golden Jubilee Essay Competition
is Sadiq Anwar. Some applause please. Oh come on 4L, you can do better than that….
Thank you.
I would like read you all an extract.
‘More than anything else, Liberation Day is a day of gratitude. It is a gratitude that we must never
forget. It is a gratitude to all of those who helped to free us from the dark, dark days or torture and
despair and false Gods. It is a day for gratitude for those men from so many miles away who came to



deliver us into the light. On the morning of Liberation Day I will rise early and walk the streets and
pay my own homage to those men. It will be a day when I feel humble in the light of their great
sacrifice. I will make my way along Powell Boulevard and say a small prayer to the statue of George
Bush the Second in Liberation Square. And then I will make my way to the Blair Gardens to lay
flowers at the foot of the memorial to the men of the 82nd Airborne Division who were the first to
enter the city on that great day all those years ago. I will walk the streets early before the crowds and
the bands. I will be alone in the weak sun of the dawn. I will be alone but the Lord will walk beside
me and both of us will pay our homage to the men who came from so far to deliver us unto the land of
light and Jesus.’
Well 4L, I’m sure that you will agree that this is an exceptional piece of work and we all wish Sadiq
the very best of luck in the finals of the competition.
Now. There is one more thing. You may have noticed that Osama is not with us today. In fact Osama
will not be with us again. I find it hard to talk about Osama’s essay. Words like seditious,
treacherous, filth, spring to mind. It is something that I have discussed at great length with the
Principal. It is hard to bear the realisation that we have harboured such a viper in our nest for so
many years. Once again it shows that we must never drop our guard. Treachery is all around us.
It was a hard decision but we eventually decided that you should hear some of Osama’s words,
though the thought of reading them makes me feel quite sick.
‘Fifty years ? Fifty years is nothing. Fifty years is but a drop in the ocean of history. Once the
Crusaders stayed for hundreds of years. But did they stay ? No they did not stay. Saladin came and cut
them down on the fields of Hattin. Saladin threw them back into the waters of the sea. Fifty years ?
Fifty years is nothing. Five hundred years is nothing. Because in my heart I know that Mohamed will
rise again. In my heart I know we will tear down their fences and see Mecca again. In my heart I
know we will burn down the churches of their false God and know the truth of Islam again.
Praise to the men who fight in the hills where no American dares to tread.
Praise to the millions who secretly burn Mohamed’s flame in their hearts.
Praise to the true believers who will never loose the dream of freedom.
Praise to the men of Al Quaida !
Death to the Infidels !
Allah Ahkbar !!!!!’
Osama was removed to a correctional facility in the North this morning. Osama will be staying there
for a long time. A very long time. And his stay will not be a happy one. I hope that all of you take
Osama’s fate as a warning. Words like these will not be tolerated. They will never be tolerated. Not
just here. Not anywhere in the whole of Greater America. Please take this warning to heart 4L.
  

NOT	IN	MY	NAME	
BY JO ABBOTT 

Evening class enrolment at a further education college. A man and woman are seated at an
enquiry desk. An elderly man (GOD) moves up the queue. He approaches the desk.
Woman:Good evening sir. How can I help?
God:I’d like to enroll for one of your classes.
Woman:Certainly sir, which one?
God:I’m not sure. This one looks interesting. (produces leaflet) Can you tell me more about it?
Woman:What’s it called?



God:I think… it’s called Re-Creation and Leisure.
Woman:Recreation and Leisure… right… Wednesday evening 6 till 8.30, room 241, starting next
week. Name?
God:God.
Woman:God?
God:Yes
Woman:As in…
God:Just God.  A moment though… I need to have it explained a bit more. Is this course what I’m
looking for, I wonder? Can you advise?      
Tony:Oh, gosh, that’s me… that’s what I’m for… Me. You’re looking for me.
God: Pardon?
Tony:That’s me.
God:I’m looking for you?
Tony:Guidance…
God:Guidance? You need guidance?
Tony:No! I’m here to give you guidance… you know, help you to choose a course best suited to your
own specific, idiosyncratic needs. I’m Tony… personally responsible for the condition of all students
here, oh, and of course their moral welfare.
God:Oh.
Woman:Excuse me Tony…
Tony:In a minute Claire, I’m with a client. So… this course then…
God:What’s in it? Exactly.
Tony:Well it’s primarily designed to enable the client to utilize fully their undeveloped potential with
regard to maximizing their periods of time not specifically devoted to financial self-support…
God:Pardon?
Tony:leading to facilitating the potential of the individual to individualise…
God:Tony!
Tony:Yes?
God:Content. I need content Tony. Famous last words of the managing director in the brick factory…
“Just hit me with the relevants.”
Tony:Relevants? You mean what’s in the course?
God:Yes.
Tony:But I don’t know that, you need the lecturer to tell you that, that’s too specific for me.
God:How can you advise me on choosing the right course if you don’t know what’s in any of them?
Tony:I just do generalities… and I look good…  I sound good.
Woman:Tony! I need an urgent word, now! Look, there’s George, he’s in charge of the course, ask
him.
Tony:George, hey George, could we interface?
George:Sure!
Tony:This man wants to do… what was it again?
God:Re-Creation and leisure.
George:Why that’s one of our best courses…  I’m pretty fond of golf myself.
God:What’s in it?
George:Well, everything. Have you done anything like this before? Another course perhaps?
God:I’ve done a short gardening course.



Woman:I really need a word Tony!
Tony:And did you enjoy that? I’m sure you’ll find lots of transferable skills there. Gardening and
recreation and leisure, it sort of almost fits together already.
God:Can I use a CAD system? You know computer-aided design? I’ll need that for my course
project.
George:Sure! We pride ourselves on being able to tailor our courses to suit the individual needs of
every Americ… sorry, student.
Woman:WHAT DID YOU SAY YOUR NAME WAS AGAIN SIR?
God:God.
Woman:With a capital G?
God:That’s right.
Tony:Oh my go… oh, golly gosh… pleased to meet you sir, although we’ve spoken often. I feel as if I
know you already.
George:           Me too. In fact, as I’m older than him, I sort of have first call. I can’t tell you what an
honour this is…
God:A CAD system, can I use one? I’m not very up on Information technology. Last time I drew it all
out by hand.
Tony:Drew what sir?
God:Creation. I did it all freehand last time. That’s why I want to do this course on Re-Creation and
Leisure. I thought, this time around, I could use a CAD system to help me. Oh, and I thought I could
learn to swim in the Leisure class. Never got around to that.
George:You want to do a course on Re-Creation? Like starting again with the universe and all that?
God:Exactly! I know specifically where I went wrong last time. And the CAD system should really
help. Thank you. Can I enroll now?
Woman:Em… do you qualify for any form of fee waiver do you know? Em… are you, for example,
on any form of benefits? Or a single parent perhaps?
God:Now there’s a question.
Woman:I’ll put you down as a pensioner, shall I?
George:Excuse me sir, do you intend to use this course to create a new universe? A new planet Earth?
God:Yes!
Tony:And, just as a matter of interest, what would you be doing with the existing universe and planet
Earth?
God:Oh, well, that would have to go. I’d need to use some of the stuff for the rebuild. The chassis and
things…
Woman:Oh my…
George:God! Do I take it sir, that we are discussing here the imminent demise of our beloved
civilization and all things pertaining to our unique and specific way of life therein, as we know it?
God:Yes.
Tony:Yes?
God:Yes.
George: Hell no! I won’t allow it. Do you know how many votes I’d lose?
Woman:What’s wrong with the planet we’ve got? Apart from all the usual irreconcilable problems…
constant war… constant famine… constant global warming… 
God:I’ve never really been happy with it. It was my first attempt. Like I said, it was all drawn
freehand… and I put in way too much water.



Tony:We quite like it the way it is sir…
God:I don’t.   I made it too hot in the middle and too cold at the ends… and the continents are all
wrong. This time I’m going to have smaller ones, more the same size. Eleven, I thought. Alan
Titchmarsh, now there’s a gardener, he’s very fond of odd numbers in a grouping of plants.
Tony:Alan Titchmarsh?
God:I’ve  spoken to him once or twice.
Woman:Did you ask him to give up writing novels?
God:No. I wanted to know what to do with a particular gardening problem I’d been having bother
with. I have this thick bush which was taking over all my other plants. Squeezing them out.
George:A thick bush?
Tony:And the advice? What did Alan Titchmarsh say?
God:Oh, he told me to dig the whole lot up and throw it away. He said there was bound to be a lot of
suckers, or something… I was to start again and try to get a better balance. I’m not going to bother
with squiggly islands this time either, everything’s going to be joined up. AND… I’m also going to
take my time, none of this six day nonsense. And do you know the best bit?
Woman:What?
God:I’m not signing it this time! I’m leaving that bit blank. No-one will ever know it was made by
me. I’m fed up being used as an excuse for everything that’s going on in this planet.
George:Who is this Alan Titchmarsh?
Woman:He’s a…
Tony:I’m afraid we can’t allow this sir. Now I know you are an omnipotent and all powerful almighty
being and I am a great admirer of yours, but, well, dash it all, this simply isn’t very convenient. You
know we do an awful lot for you, you know…
George:Why, everything we do is in your name! We cannot allow this level of disruption, it’s mighty
bad for business. We, the defenders of liberty…
Woman:The course might not run anyway.
God:Why not?
Tony:If we can’t get enough people, then it’s not economically viable and we’ll have to cancel.
George:That’s right. The economy of this great country is based upon the fundamental principle of…
God:So I might have to wait until there’s enough interest to run the class?
Tony:Looks like it.
God:And is there?
Woman:We don’t know yet. We’ll let you know though.
God:I see.
Woman:Perhaps there’s something else in the prospectus?
Tony:What about joinery? Wouldn’t you like some decking? Make yourself somewhere nice to put
your sun lounger?
God:I was really looking forward to learning to swim.
George:I’ll teach you. It would be an honour sir. Perhaps we could get some real nice publicity
photos at the same time. George teaches God.
Tony:We could build a swimming pool here sir, for you. We’d even name it in your honour…
strengthen our links with you… what do you say sir? In your name…
God:No thanks. Not in my name George and Tony… never in my name. No sir, not in my name…  I
wonder if I can do distance learning?



SADDAM	INSANE
(an updated prose version for 2013)

BY CALLY PHILLIPS  
David sits on the bus. Minding his own business. David is a college student. Nothing  to make you
look twice at him. Scruffy, unshaven, young. But someone notices him. It’s Carl. Carl is the sort of
young man you do notice. He’s a hoodie. He makes you nervous. He has a cast to his eye and this is
enough to spell ‘danger’ to you and make you glad he’s chosen to sit next to David not to you. Let’s be
honest, Carl is the kind of guy you’d cross the street to avoid. David may feel the same. He’s not as
lucky. He’s in the window seat and Carl is now blocking his exit.
There is a moment’s pause. Then Carl speaks. Loud enough for us all to hear.
‘I call him Saddam Insane.’  He laughs. Too loudly. Too raucously. I feel fear.
‘Get it?’ he asks, since David doesn’t respond, and the rest of us burrow into our newspapers.
Carl is on a roll.
‘Hussein. Saddam Hussein,’ he pauses for effect, ‘and I call him Saddam Insane,’ and laughs again,
delighted at his play on words.
David has to respond.
‘And you think that’s funny?’ he asks.
It’s obvious that Carl’s sides are nearly splitting.
‘Why? Why do you think that’s funny?’ David asks.
We wait for there to be a consequence. Carl doesn’t look like the kind of young man you question.
But David’s question seems to take him aback. I know that if you or I asked him what he thought was
funny we’d get a fist in the face, but it seems that Carl thinks David just isn’t getting his most
outrageously funny joke. So he’s going to explain.
‘Well, he’s the enemy, isn’t he?’ he says.
‘Is he?’ David asks.
I almost duck in my seat. Surely no good will come of this.
‘Of course, everyone knows that,’ Carl replies.
I hope to God he’s not going to take a poll. There are five of us on the top deck of the bus but I don’t
fancy our chances. I kind of hope David will just keep his mouth shut. He doesn’t.
‘Do they?’ he says, ‘Everyone?’
Carl still misses the point. He still thinks his is the job of the enlightener. He obviously doesn’t do
irony.  And so Carl continues on his mission.
‘Yeah, I mean, he’s got weapons of mass destruction, innit?’
‘So have we,’ David points out.
I await one of Carl’s weapons connecting with David’s head. The tension is palpable. But nothing I
can do. Nothing any of us can do. Not our conversation.
Carl still doesn’t get the level on which his ideas are being challenged. So he replies, as if David is a
bit thick, ‘Yeah, but, he won’t let us inspect them.’
Carl has read a paper it’s clear. Probably the Sun. And he knows what’s what. He has an advantage
over David (at least in his own mind) possibly for the first time. I wonder if they are a pair of
communications students and I fear for society. And not just because of the threat of weapons of mass
destruction.
David is going to make his point. It occurs to me, that unlike me, he’s not afraid of Carl.
‘Will we let him inspect ours?’ he asks.
Carl blanks him on that. He starts a new line of discussion.



‘And the election. What a farce. A hundred percent of the votes. I mean. What’s that about?’
For a moment I wonder what election he’s talking about. Then I realise we have moved from Iraq to
US politics. Carl really is a reader! And proud of it.
‘Pregnant chads,’ David replies. I sense he’s getting a bit fed up with Carl.
‘What?’ Carl asks, and for the first time the conversation has changed. The control has shifted. David
has taken it. He’s in charge now and Carl is asking the questions.
‘What?’ Carl says.
David, a braver man than I am, pursues his advantage.
‘What percentage of the vote do you think George W got?’
Carl’s not looking happy. He’s cracking his knuckles. I hope they don’t connect with David’s face any
time soon. When you look at him a bit closer (as now I do) David seems like quite a ‘nice’ lad,
‘ordinary’, maybe even ‘sensible’ and I hope he knows what he’s doing.
‘I don’t know,’ Carl confesses. 
I don’t think making Carl feel as stupid as he looks is a smart move. But David isn’t bothered.
‘Well it’s wasn’t anywhere near fifty one percent was it? In fact he got less votes than the loser.
What’s that about? They disallowed loads of votes so he’d get in, he still didn’t get the most and…’
Carl intervenes. He’s finally come up with an answer, dredged from the weapon of mass
ineducableness that is contained within his skull. And he’s proud of himself.
‘Yeah, but we’re a democracy,’ he states.  Like he knows what that means.
‘So?’ David replies. Oh no, this is asking for it, I think.
‘So it means we’re fair. Majority rule,’ Carl replies.  He isn’t going to be beaten in an  argument by
the likes of David. Even if he has no idea of what he speaks.
David sets him right.
‘It means we make up the definition of fair. Of right. Of justice. To suit ourselves. We’ve elected
ourselves the majority and made anyone who opposes us – however many of them there are – the
minority.’
I think everyone on the bus has a moment of pause taking that in. Is this really coming out of the mouth
of this non descript young man who is effectively pinned against the glass by a hoodie?  We are all
impressed, but await the dire consequences which we, as adults, know are likely to be the result of
such a discussion with such a ‘type’ as Carl.
Carl is also taken aback. He thought he was in charge. He needs to reclaim his status.  He gives it his
best shot.
‘But… they support terrorists,’ he says, confident now that he’s scored a winning point.
‘We support terrorists,’ David replies.
Does this boy play chess? Does he understand what he’s doing? Does he have a death wish? He’s
right of course, but I wouldn’t point that out to the likes of Carl.
It’s okay, Carl isn’t going to have any of that. He’s a Sun reader, remember. He knows a different
truth.
‘No we don’t,’ he says and there’s a definite ‘end of’ tone in his voice.
This should be it. Silence until the next stop and then hope Carl lets David off without pushing him
down the stairs. I’m wrong. David hasn’t finished.
‘Yes we do. But only for financial gain of course. One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom
fighter.’
I’m amazed.  Where does he get the nerve? This is drama. Then I realise. No it’s not. It’s comedy.
Because David ends with a statement that switches the whole story as you’ve read it thus far.



‘And in the capitalist world terrorism is like comedy – it’s all a question of timing.’
How’d you like them apples?  Perspective, as they say, is everything.
And have you ever heard of something called ‘Invisible Theatre?’ Well, that’s what all of us on the
bus have just experienced. It makes you think. It was supposed to make you think. The boys take a boy
and we happily give our money to them and wish them well on their drama course. I think we’ve all
learned something today. Unless of course they were playing with us and we’ve just been mugged?
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